
PwC’s Privileged Access Management (PAM) Framework
Our framework addresses key areas of PAM to reduce the risk of credential compromise and malicious use of privileges, whilst enhancing 
an organisation’s ability to manage and govern across the entire identity spectrum. Coupled with our PwC-developed PAM accelerators, 
our framework enables market-leading timescales for risk reduction and return on investment.

The solution driver:

Embracing Privileged Access 
Management (PAM) to Rapidly 
Reduce Risk
Centrally control and manage access to your organisation’s 
most critical and sensitive resources through the use of 
Privileged Access Management (PAM). 

Privileged accounts are a key target for attackers. By nature, they have access to the most critical assets and sensitive 
resources in an organisation’s environment, with 80% of data breaches1 linked to the compromise of a privileged credential. 
Furthermore, they exist in abundance - from traditional mainframes and databases through to modern SaaS applications 
and DevOps pipelines. 

How we can help:
We have advised on and implemented Privileged Access Management for hundreds of global clients and can leverage our 
experience and SME knowledge to assist customers with all aspects of a PAM programme, including: 
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2. Privileged Access Request & 
Fulfilment

3. Access Policies, Lifecycle 
Management  & Just-In-Time

4. Privileged Session Recording & 
Monitoring

5. Secrets, Service Accounts & 
Key Management

6. Privileged Access Threat Analytics & 
Remediation

7. Privileged Access 
Governance

1. Privileged Account Inventory 
& Credential Management

8. Strong Authentication & 
Privileged Single Sign-On

9. Activity Logging, Audit & 
Reporting

Maturity assessment and gap analysis Requirements definition and vendor evaluations

Active Directory and privileged account hygieneDesign, architecture and deployment

PAM as a Managed ServiceStrategy and roadmap development



The benefits of deploying a PAM solution with PwC
A well-defined strategy that balances risk reduction with operational overhead, cost and compliance is 
critical to ensuring successful PAM adoption across the business.
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Why Choose PwC?

To find out more, please speak to:

Our People Industry 
Knowledge

Trusted 
Relationships

Trusted 
Alliances

Accredited 
Cyber 
Security 
Leader

We have over 200 
specialists based 
both in the UK and 
across EMEA 
dedicated to 
Identity & 
Privileged Access 
Management.

Our experts have a 
comprehensive 
understanding of 
IAM challenges 
spanning multiple 
industries. 

Working with our 
global network, we 
have market leading 
insight into the 
implications, 
regulations and 
requirements to best 
support our clients.

We have strategic 
partnerships with 
leading PAM and 
IAM vendors that 
allow us to maximise 
the value for our 
clients with their 
technology 
investments.

We are recognised 
by national and 
global industry 
accreditations and 
market analysts for 
our cyber security 
expertise.
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Unique PAM Accelerators

Connector Library

PAM Toolkit
The PAM Toolkit simplifies common operational 
tasks, including monitoring and management of 
vaults, versions, users and more, through an 
intuitive user interface.

Access to our PwC developed PAM connector 
library with reusable custom connectors to 
accelerate and expand your roll-out whilst saving 
on development costs.

Methodologies & Frameworks
Proven  methodologies and frameworks to 
accelerate rollouts, from vendor selection through 
to strategy design, policy definition and rapid 
account onboarding.3

Rapid Implementation of a leading PAM 
Solution

A global, complex organisation with 80,000+ 
employees faced regulatory challenges after 
a number of cyber security issues were 
identified. Their PAM programme ran for 
over 2 years without achieving significant 
risk-reduction and a new strategy was 
required.

PwC redesigned the programme and 
through collaboration with our purple team 
scored and prioritised assets based on risk.

By utilising our frameworks, methodologies 
and accelerators, we were able to  
implement a leading solution and onboarded 
critical accounts within 45 days.
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